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The name 'Dr. Mengele' worked like magic.
Just hearing it uttered was enough to make most people tremble.
Dr. Miklos Nyiszli
Pathologist and Auschwitz Survivor
Auschwitz: A Doctor's Eyewitness Account
iv
Abstract
Societies permitdoctors, legitimated by their status as "physicians," to
yerform acts-that, ifconducted by others, would be unthinkable, untenable, or even
illegal. Th.is socially conferred, unchallenged power of physicians waS a major factor
shaping the path taken by the Nazis to the "Final Solution." The political and medic~
communities in Nazi Germany used this situation to legitimate·human
experimentation and the extermination the "unfit." They were able to do so in great
part because of German society's willingness to believe that any information medical
I . .
science disseminated was objective, correct, and unquestionable.
the case ofJosefMengele and his experiments at Auschwitz presents an
insightful example ofthe power afforded to medical-personnel: Through his.duties;-
Mengele exerted massive control and influence over inmates' interactions. This
control rested on Mengele's socially endowed power as a doctor. Prisoners, knowing
that Mengele had the authority to exterminate them at will, to perform medical
experiments on them, or to make their lives slightly more tolerable, interacted With-
and reacted to each other differently depending upon their relationship to the "Angel
ofDeath." -.
Mengele may be an extreme case, but he serves as an atypical example of
typical circumstances. He ascended to his power through a socially constructed path
that was not as all anomalous. This avenue has not disappeared. Even today, the
power of doctors remains entrenched in society. Perhaps, though, both doctors and
society itselfsupport this system because both dread physicians' losing their control.
1
, 1
Shaman, witc~ medicine man, healer, physician-throughout history those
with the knowledge to affect physically the human body have experienced a'special
power over society.· .With little or no questioning, they prod and invade the body with ,
foreign objects, remove or alter bodily structures, and prescribe mysterious
"
compounds to be ingested or applied. While society'syiew ofthe function oftriedical
knowledge has ranged from one ofmalevolence to one ofbenevolence, the power
-~---- afforded practitioners.ofmedicine has remained ever present and, in the past 150
, . ... .- ._----_._~---_.-
, years, has substantially increased.
Historicizing society's view ofphysicians and their power can be an elusive
process. Generally, few patients formally reflect in writing on the power held by their
caregivers. Literary works of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
however, proVide some insight into the popular mindset and reflect quite clearly
society's empowerment ofthe physician. For example, Geo~g Buchner's play
. .
Woyzeck and the Williain Carlos Williams short story, "The Use ofForce," both
describe socially sanctioned levels offorce used by doctors to attain patient
compliance even when the patient wished to refuse the treatment. Similarly,
NathanielHawthome's "The Birthmark" and Richard Selzer's "Imelda" demonstrate
J-
how society allows and encourages doctors-to foster a "God complex"; physicians, in
a God-like act, are expected to chan,ge what nature'has created. 1 These pieces all
reflect the socially constructed power ofthe physician-forced acquiescence and
1 Arnold Weinstein, "The Doctor in Literature:'Imposter or Superman?" audiotape of
lecture by Arnold Weinstein for Using Literature to'Understand the Human Side of .
Medicine from The Great Courses on Tape (Springfield, Va.: The Teaching
Company, L.P., 1999); Arnold Weinstein," Dealing with Patients: Power Game or
Human Care?" ibid.,
2
bodily invasions unacceptable from others are allowed andexpected from physicians.
Medical knowledge imbues its practitioners with such power that ·society ~rmits ..
them to perform acts that would; in thehands ofothers, be unthinkable, untenable, or
even illegal.
Contemporary society is no exception. Consider modern medical researchers·
who are permitted by law to perform experiments on animals that would, under non-
medicai circumstances, be outlawed as torture. Because doctors, however, are
perceived to be working for the human good, such occurrences, while often protested
on moraland ethical grounds, are not illegal. The researchers' status as physicians
legitimates their actions. This same socially.endowed, unchallenged power of doctors
was a major factor shaping the·path taken by the Nazis to the "Final·Solution." The
medical knowledge of doctors and their socially conferred power was used in
Germany to legitimate human experimentation and extermination the ''unfit.''
More than justrecognizing the physician's social power, though, one must
----,------question why doctors came to .possess such great sway over society. The works of __ .
Michel Foucault, LesterS. King, and Edward S. Golub speak to this issue. Fre~ch
philosopher Michel Foucault presents the most radical view of the origins of medical
power. Foucault believes that doctors' power resides in their "gaze," or the way th~t
---
they perceive disease and the human body. Doctors do not really have any spec!al
knowledge gained thro~gh book learning but have, through exPerience, attained a
different way ofobserving disease and the human body that sets them apart from their
3
patients.2 Foucault argues that while a change occurred in the nineteenth century, it
was not. that science "discovered" new knowledge that doctors then learned. Rather,
-~----·Foucaultmaintains·that~a·new·alliance~was.forged-between_wo(<is_and thi~Jne_~-- _
- . ----:~---~---
. perceived "new" knowledge was really just the forma~ion ofa discourse derived from
the medical "gaze." Doctors could put into words that which others could not.
BecaUse they did sousing a discours,e unavailable to those lacking the doctors'
experience, physicians gained power oversociety through language.
According to Foucault, the doctor's gaze similarly altered understandings of ,
space and death. Like the formation ofdiscourse, these alterations also enhanced the
doctor's power over the laity. Foucault argues that doctors operate in two "spaces"
affected by the medical gaze. First,"doctors work within the space ofthe patient's.
body. Physicians' special view ofthis space allows them to diagnose and treat
disease. The medical gaze also changed the doctor's physical workspace. Doctors
, considered themselves more effective when patients were remov.eg from their homes
and kept together in one unfamiliar, finite space under the doctor"s control. The
illustrious gaze, being more useful in such surroundings, gave "birth" to the clinic or _
hospita1.4 Likewise, because oftheir gaze, physicians formed a new relationship with
death, Doctors could now not only examine a sick body and determine treatment, but
could also "gaze" at a corpse and explain the cause of death.s
During the nineteenth century, then, the medical gaze became fully glorified,'
2 Michel Foucault, The Birth ofthe Clinic: An Archeology ofMedical Perception,
trans. by A.M Sheridan Smith (New York: Pantheon Books, 1973),54-57.
3Ib'd - -" "1 ., xu. - ' -
4 Ibid.,196.
5 Ibid., 129...
4
-----"----
."",
Foucault believes t\mt such exaltation propelled doctorse~enfurther into a position of
power over the general population. Foucault argues, though, that this power was
. ~unwarranted.~The-doctor.'s_controLwas_bas~d on "the 1!1flh. Qf a nationalized medical
--~
profession, organized like the clergy, arid invested, at the level ofman's bodily
health, with powers similar to those' exercised by the clergy.over men's souls.,,6
.
Doctors wer.eseparated from their patients only by their medical gaze. Physicians
? ..' • . .
were not, Foucault argues, oracles ofTmth or Wisdom, as they proclaimed. They had
. .
onlya different way ofunderstanding human suffering and disease. This gaze, not .
actlialmedical objectivity or authority, Fo~caultpurports, comprises the doctor's true
power over society~
.Almost dichotomously opposed to Foucault's analysis is physician Lester S.
King's much more traditional, conservative view ofthe foundations ofphysicians'
. power, Wbile King is'less clear than Foucaultin specific discussion ofthe
physician's'power in society, the implications ofhis work are apparent. Ki~g fully ..
believes in tlle idea ofprogress and a linear history ofmedicine, with doctors as
experts whom society lias rightly placed ina position ofpower. King does, however,
recognize the fallibility and malleability ofmedicine. He acknowledges that some of
.what doctors believed to be medically correct in the past they no longer maintain to
be true now, for example, theidea ofdwarfism,as a disease. He also accepts the idea
that cultural, philosophical, poli~cal, and socio-economic factors influence the
per~eption ofdisease. Despite that, he still states that "[t]he nineteenth century was
indeed an era ofstupendous progress in medicine. Brilliant clinical observations'
accoinpanied great advancesin the basic sciences.:'7 King holds fast to the idea that
there is an absolut~, objectivescience and an ideal medicine.8
-~-Kingfurther-states-that~[t]he-Iay-pub~icshowsa-greatcuriosity_ahQutJl1eJJica1=-~~ _
progress.... This lay interest in health matters can distort our perspective.,,9 King
argues that medical language is so different from the vemacll1ar that "medical speak"-
is virtually a foreign languag~ to the laity. Consequently, Kingbe~ieves that the
public does not and cannot fu1lyunderstand what medical progress is and what
medical advances mean. Doctors, however, as schooled experts, have such
comprehension. They can understand and int~rpret scientific signs and symptoms of
disease and illness, which allowsthem to make medical diagnoses. 1O This idea is not
so far removed from Foucault'sidea ofmedical discourse setting physicians in a
place ofpower over the rest of society. What is quite different, however, is King's
. -
take on the origins and1Jurpose ofmedical language. -While Foucault sees this
discourse as a result ofthe "gaze;" with little purpose other than elevating physicians
-above their patients, King views medical language as a response to the need for
linguistic specificity in medicine, a skill that can be gained only throughformal
education. This formal education bestows expert status upon doctors, giving them
their warranted power over society. Physicians, King intimates.chavebe~n~!lJ=_­
educated in medical matters and should not be scrutinized by the public, who have no
7 Lester S. King, The Growth ofMedical Thought (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1963), 220~21.
8 Ibid., vii-viii; Lester S. King, Medical Thinking: A Historical Perspective
(princeton: Princeton UniversityPress, 1982), 140,145.
9 • - -
- IbId., 7.
10 Ibid, 75.
6-
special medical-knowledge.
Falling between the arguments ofFoucault and King is former PuI:due
-----University-biology-professor-Edward-Golub;-Gurrently-president-of.a~concept-based~ _
science education consulting firm, Golub contends thatmedicine andscience have
provided benefits to human health. Golub argues, though, that society must accept
that.there is no absolute science that will lead to amedical cure for all human
diseases. II Medicine's power, and consequently the power ofphysicians, Golub
believes, is derived from th~ -scientization ofmedicine that took plac~ in the late
nineteenth_century. During this time, the concept of science as objective, and
theref'ore authoritarian, began to permeate society. As Golub explains, science
"represented two ofthe most powerful ofmodem ideas-progress and faith in
humans to change the world,,12 As diseases came to be viewed in a scientific
manner, medicine gradually gained the same authority in society as science. For
example, the "scientific" germ theory ofdisease displaced earlier ideas ofunbalanced
humours or divine curses. Changes-such as this gave.doctors scientific control over
- -)
sickness anddeath placmg them in positions ofpo~~! in society for ~eir abilities. 13
Like Foucault, however, Golub contends that the doctor's power in society
rests on false pretenses. Golub argues that after medicine became scientized, society
viewed it as too complex and difficult to understand without the help of"experts."
Golub believes that, in many cases,. this idea about medicine is absolutely untrue.
II Edward Golub, The Limits afMedicine: How rS(:ieflce Shapes 0';" Hope for the
Cure (New York: Random House Books, 1994), 7-8.
12 Ibid., 95.
13 Ibid, 25, 94.
7
Many situations in medicine and scien~ are only "complex" because doctors have
deemed them so. Patients,andsociety in general, can and should have more control
-"---_._-,--'-~~.over-science-and-medicme;--But;-Golubargues,--society-must-come-to-recognize-the~- _: .. _-_._--
limitations of these fields and stop empowering doctors as experts with all ofthe
answers.14
Atsomelevel, these ideas all el1terintq the power ofthe physician in Nazi
GermaJlY, especially that ofJosefMengele. Nazi doctors' separation of"fit" from
"unfit" individuals epitomizes 'Foucault's.notion ofthe gaze. Because oftheir special
way ofviewing and understanding the human body, ()91y physicians could
discriminate on sight between those worthy and not worthyoflife. The gaze was
central to Mengele's power at Auschwitz. Some form ofselection was invol~ed in all
ofMengeIe's camp duties; ramp selections, medical experiment selections, and health
selectionsformed the core ofMengeIe's work.
Golub's discussion ofobjective medicine and King;s idea ofthe unchallenged
physician also factored heavily in Mengele's power. German society, and Mengele
himself, fully accepted both ofthese notions. Ifracial medi~ine deemed Jews
inferior, it must be true because this was based on objective,scientifically gleaned
"fact." Likewise, doctorswere not to be questioned Information they imparted and
acts they performed originated ·from special medical education. Society believ~d
doctors to be always acting in the patient's best interests. Even Mengele's victims'
had difficulty relinquishing this idea. Irene Slotken, a Mengele twin survivor, notes
that when Mengele was experimenting on her she kept thinking, "you know, a doctor
141Did., xi, 4-6. ,
8
.' (
--~~~--,~-~
is a doctor, and so he's not going t9 hurt me.,,15 InTact, Mengele was even referred to
by some inmates as a god for his ability to spare their life when no.one else could.
..'_. ~---The-spread-of-socia1-Darwinism-during-the-nineteenthcenturY,-especiallyJn....._·~
Germany, also affected the position ofthe doctor in society, and, consequently,
Mengele's power at Auschwitz. From the tum ofthe tWentieth century, Social
Darwinism had been gainingpopularity as societies worldwide embmcedits tenets.in
one form or another. Growing out ofthe notions ofbiological Darwinism, Social
D~sm asserted that nature would, through the process of evolution, eventually
sort out the socially "unfit" just as itwould the biologically "unfit." For exampl~,
Social Darwinism at its most extreme in the United States and Great Britain was
e~visioned as implying an:end to the welfare state that enabled the unfit (generally
meaning the poor or disabled) to survive. The theorywas that if the state did not
support unfit individuals, they would cease to exist because they could not support
them·selve~. While modified versions ofthis premise existed in many other countries
around the world, Anglo-American proponents ofsocial Darwinism shared a laissez-
faire attitude toward allowing nature to "take its course" in eliminating the worse
elements of society.
. In Germany, however, Social Darwinism eventually took on a different
meaning as it became deeply intertwined with eugenics. As historian-Detlev Peukert
explained, social policy in Germany became "medicalized" after the collapse ofthe
Weimar Republic in 1933. German society felt that the welfare state, epitomized by
.15 GeraldL. Posnerand John Ware, Mengele: The Complete Story (New York:
Cooper Square Press, 2000), 38.
9
the recently collapsed We~ar government, hadfailed to ameliorate the problem of
unfit members of society. Had- it done so, many Germans, like Hitler, believed
~. . .
~~---'-Germany-wou1dnothave-faced_the_problems_that it did with ma,ssj_Y~_1.!!!~1!!RI()Y!.llent ..c-----~ _~I
andhyperinflation. Given this perceived Weimar dereliction, the medicalcommunity
n?wtook on ~e iespoIlSibility ofpreserving the"fitness"ofthe German Volk (nice)-
through science.16
Instea9 of adopting the standard laissez-faire position on social Darwinism,
Germany favored the eugenics notionofbettering society through increased
teproduction of"proper" individuals coupled with restricted procreation ofthe unfit.
The medical community "scientifically" determined who needed to be "cleansed" -
from German society in order to purify the AIyan race. Based on the fmdings ofthe
-medical community,the state was then supposed to ensure the fitness of the German
Volk by creating "racial hygiene" policies that offiCially targeted entire groups of
unfit persons for elimination by the medical community.17 The identity ofdoctors
and their power over patients was being socially constructed in Germany well prior to
the institution ofthe Nazi camp system. Daily life in Germany before 1941,when
extensive use ofextermination camps began, had already formed the justification for
medically supervised control ~er the actions ofothers through empow~rment ofthe
physician in society. This was a situation that JosefMengele, the "Angel ofDeath," -
16 Detlev Peukert,-"The Genesis ofthe 'Final Solution' from the SpiritofScience," in
Nazism and German Society, 1933-1945, ed David Crew (London and New York:
Routledge, 1994),274-99. - - _
11 Robert N. Proctor, "Nazi Doctors, Racial Medicine, and Human Experimentation,"
in The Nazi Doctors and the Nuremberg Code: Human Rights in Human
Experimentation, eds: George lAnnas and Micbael Grodin (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1992), 18; --'-----
10- - ---~----- ~------,-~
. . .. \
exemplified at Auschwi~. German soc~ety and the medical community within it .
created the basis for the relationship between JosefMengele (a representative of the .
medical-community).andthe-eventualinmatesofAuschwi~-<r~llre~~Ilt~!i'yes of __._
"pollutants" to the German Volk).
Because ofmedical, science-based racial polic¥, those deemed dangerous to
the Reich faced extensive social control even before their deportation to Auschwitz or
." other camps. Beginning in 1933, marriage, business, and professional laws controlled
German Jews' interaction with "pure" Germans. After 1938, when the Reich
expanded into Austria and then into Poland and central and eastern Europe, Jews
there as well as in Germany faced property confiscation and ghettoization, both of
-which were, according to the Nazis, -legitimated by "scientifically" supported racial
hygiene policies. As.a result ofsuchN~ legislation and actions, Jews and others
doomed to Auschwitz learned, even before deportation, how their interaction with
. qthersand their relationship to the Nazis affected their lives. Compliance with
policies meant leading Nazi-controlledlives ofdiminished, ifany, freedom, while
non-compliance meant certain death. Those eventually ipterned at Nazi camps
inevitably took these experiences with them and used their knowledge to further their
chances of survival. Patterns ofbehavior in Germany-had been set before doctors or
.inmates ever arrived at the camps.
The power ofthe physician was a situation exploited by both medical doctors
and political leaders in Nazi Germany. At a practica11evel, the physicians ofNazi
Germany executed the Third Reich's ultimate goal of racial hygiene and ethnic
cleansing. They were able to do so in great part because ofGerman society's
,
11.
"
willingness to believe that anyinformation medical science disseminated was correct.
'IfGerman physicians, in their perceived infinite wisdom, supported racial hygiene
certain members of society. Just as present-day medical researchers e?,periment on
animals to further human wellness, so too did Nazi physicians, for the believed
greater good ofthe German" Volk, experiment on Jews, Gypsies, homosexuals,and
political prisoners-that is, those whom the medical "science" ofeugenics had
deemed, like animals, less than human. JosefMengele and his medical experiments
presents a complex example ofthe power levels experienced by medicalpersonnel
because oftheir special knowledge. Mengele's case, while extreme, has implications
beyond Nazi Germany. It demonstrates the strength ofthe physician's sdcially
constructed'power and the extremes that power can reach. Perhaps more importantly,
. .
though, it serves as a warning against such unquestioned power.
In and ofthemselves, JosefMengele's medical experiments at Auschwitz
have lleen well researched and documented. "Many survivors ofAuschwitz have
.,
published diaries or memoirs chronicling their individual experiences With the "Angel
.,
ofDeath." Howevef, no study exists ofMengeIe's effect on the lives ofAuschwitz's
I
imprisoned based upon the power afforded him as a doctor by society. Depending
upon their relationship to JosefMengele, inmates interacted with and reacted to each
other differently. Prisoners knew that Mengele had the authority to exterminate them
at will, to perform medical experiments on them, Of, ifthey gained his favor, to make
their lives at Auschwitz a little more tolerable. This control rested on Mengele's
socially endowed power as a doctor.
12
Jos~fMengele's pOwer was otllyfurthetbolsteredby his dedication to Nazi
ideolo~. As a physician, Mengele's support ofthe Nazi party was not unusual.
------.- .-----~-Even_priQLt~lIitlt~r'ssei~ofpow~r~Il1anyGerman p~)'sicians voluntarily
belong~d to the National Socialist Physician's League, and by 1942 almost halfofall
doctors were full-fledged partymembers.18 Mengele,though, was extremely .
dedicatedto advancing Nazi ideology through eugenics.. As a physician, Mengele felt
responsible for maintaining the health ofthe German Volk. Furthermore,he was
determined to prove himselfa great racial scientist. In 1930, Mengele entered the
Faculty ofPhilosophy and Medicine at the University.ofMunich specializing in
anthropology, paleontology, and medicine. After completing his dissertation on
detennining race throughjaw structurefor his doctoral degree in ~thropology in
1935, he passed the state medical examinations, which allowed him to begin working
on a Doctor ofMedicine degree in 1936. True to his ideologicalleaniligs; Mengele
became an official Nazi party member in 1937. In 1938, after acceptance into the
elite Waffen SS, Mengele completed his M.D. degree. Following completion ofhis
medical degree, Mengele served on the Eastern front in the medical corps ofthe .
Waffen SS Viking division. During his service he earned an Iron Cross First Class
for rescuing and aiding two German solctiers. 19
In 1942, Mengele was sent back to Berlin with the rank ofSS
Hauptsturm!iihrer, or captain.20 Mengele then expanded his earlier work to incl~de
not only genetics research, but also the study ofdwarves, giants, physical aberrations,
- \ -
18lbid., 19.
19 Posner, Menge/e, 7-11, 17.
. 20 Ibid., 18. .
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noma,(a form ofgangrene ofthe mouth andface), and heterochromia (a person with
,two different col~r irises)?l He also "distinguished" himselfprior to Auschwitz by
. .
___w9ddng'as an assistant to Professor Otmar Freih~rr von Verschuer,a famous early
eugenicist in Nazi Germany. In his capacity as Verschuer's assistant, Mengele
provided "experf' testimony againstAryanswho committedRasse!Jscha~e(raciaL
disgrace) by having sexual relations with Jews.22 In 1943, when Mengele arrived in
Auschwitz, he wa,s excited about the chance t~ further this work in an effort to
advance both his own career and Nazi ideology, which were linked in Germany
through the medicalization of racism. He lookedforward to the special "research"
opportunities presented at Auschwitz tha,t were unavailable to him anywhere else in
Nazi Germany.
The Nazi camp system into whichMengele entered was remarkably complex
and, as a result, is often misrepresented in popular ~countsofthe Holocaust. Three
types ofcamps comprised the Nazi's internment system: the concentration camp
- -- -
(Kozentrationslager), the death or extermination camp (Vernichtungslager), and the
labor camp (Arbeitslager)?3 Labor· camps supplied prisoner workers for the German
war industry, such as the Oskar Schindler factory. Death camps, as the name implies,
were sites for the planned, mass extermination ofthe Reich's prisoners. AuschWitz,
Chelmo, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, and Majdanek were the only mass extermination
21 Eva Mozes-Kor, "The MengeleTWins and Human Experimentation: APersonal
Account,." in The Nazi Doctors and the Nuremberg Code, 55; Robert J. Lifton, The
Nazi Doctors: Medical Killing and the Psychology ofGenoCide (New York: Basic
Books, Inc., 1986),360-61.
22 Roy Porter, The Greatest Benefit to Mankind: A Medical History ofHumanity
(New York and London: W.W. Norton and Company, 1997),649.
23 Lifton, The Nazi Doctors, 152. .
'.~--- 14
"
9amps in the Reich. Inmates from concentration or forced la.b<>.r camps, such as .
Dachau or Mauthausen, were transferred to one ofthese six camps for the express
with the concentration camps which,. in theory, served as holding stations of sorts·
unnlprisonerscould be deported to othercamps. Furthennore, while prisoners most
certainly diedin labor and concentration camps from abuse, overwork, and
malnutrition, the explicit purpose ofthese camps was notmass extermination like the
death camps.
While each type,ofcamp had its own specific purpose, certain sites served
multiple functions. For example,Majdanek and Auschwitz served as forced labor
camps, concentration camps, and extennination centers. 24 Auschwitz, however, was
the only camp where mass extermination,·forced labor, and medical experiments took
place all at the same location
The Auschwitz camp consisted ofthree sections. "Auschwitz L".the first
. .
.section ofthe camp to be built, contained Mengele's lab, a medical experiment block
and punishment area, several prisoners' barracks, and a.gas chamber aM
crematorium. "Auschwitz IT' (Birkenau), with the most prisonerbarracks,
crematoriums, and gas chambers, comprised the main prisoner-holding camp and
extermination area. The Frauen/ager (women's camp) and Gypsy camp, both of ~
which Mengele directly supervised, were also located there. Finally, "Auschwitz lIT'
(Monowitz-Buna) provided laborers for the I.G. Farben synthetic rubber plant
,f'
24 United States Holocaust Museum, Historical At/as ofthe Holocaust (New York:
McMillan Publishing, 1996), 76... ,
through a selection process which Mengele oversaw.25
Just as Auschwitz was similar to, yet different from, all other Nazi camps, so
too was JosefMengele similar to, yet differentcfrom all,-otherNazi physicians... .
Mengele serves aSim atypical example ofa typical situation. Thatis, heW~~funi'lue-­
.person working under unique conditions, but his goals and medical reasoning, as well
as the process that afforded him his power were not unusual. Because Mengele was
an SS doctor and extremely dedicated to Nazi ideology, he had many responsibilities
. , .
~ at Auschwitz, which allowed him to touch virtually all inmates' lives. Medical
~
experimentation, though, was Mengele's primary interest. While he conducted
various medical trials on hundreds of inmates at Auschwitz, including hypothermia
andJ,~arma~euticalexperiment~~ Mengele's foremost priority was twins' research..
Accordingly, he was always looking for twins 01). the tntins arriving at Auschwitz.
Through his research, Mengele hoped to discover how twins were produced in nature
in order to recreate that phenomena ad infinitum in "fit" German women, thus
propagating the Aryan race more quickly through thebirth ofmultiple babies.,
Mengele also directed the inmate hospital and supervised separation ofthe "fit" from
the "unfit" among new and old Auschwitz prisoners.26 T~ough these duties,
assigned to him because he was a doctor, Mengele exerted massive control and
influence over inmates:
Mengele's first form ofcontrol over prisoners came through his role as ramp
25 Ibid., 93-97.
26 Lucette Matalon Lagnado and. Sheila CohD. Dekel, Children ofthe Flames: Dr.
70sefMengele and the. Untold Story ofthe Twins ofAuschwitz (New York:-William
Morrow~d Company, 1991),61.. .-
"- ---.. . / , .._----, -._..
// -.. --16'
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supervisor.27 In this capacitY, Mengele waspres~nt whenever trains carrying
~
prisoners arrived in Auschwitz. As newarrivals dis~mbarked,Mengele inspected
. '
them on theplatforIn; Henry Greenbaum, an Auschwitz sUrvivor, remembered that
upon lii~amval there was a"well"dresse'dSSman"-.no-doubtMengele;as-hewas
consistently described this way-saying "right, left, right, left.,,28 With a flick ofhis
,
hand, Mengele condemnedsome to the gas chamber, while giving others a temporary
reprieve. Such aetionexemplifies Foucault's concept ofthe "gaze." On sight,
Mengele and his assistants separateg prisoners into four groups according to their . )'
usefulness to the doctor: 1) inmate physicians, 2) twins and other Mengele research
interests, 3) prisoners for the general camp population, and 4) the '~fit." Doctors,
twins, and others piquing Mengele's curiosity were immediately told to step forward.
Although they did not know it atthe time, they were destined to receive different
treatment from other prisoners b~catise oftheir special relationship to,Mengele.
Mengele and his underlings then removed those "fit" to work in the camp or at 1.G.
Farben and sent them to be "registered".(i.e. tattooed). The remaining inmates-the
"unfit"-were immediately sent to the gas chambers.
, Prisoner housing als<.> reflected relationships to Mengele. Inmate doctors were
housed separately from tWins and medical experiment victims who were, in turn,
housed separatelyfrom the general prison'population. The relationships andcontaet
between and among thesethr~e group,s.illuniinates Mengele's influence over
27 Leni Yahil, The Holocdus~: The Fate aj'EuropeanJewry, 1932-1945, trans. Ina
Friedman and Haya Galai (Tel Aviv: Schocken Publishing House, Ltd., 1987),369.
28 Henry Greenbaum, speech on the Holocaust given at A Conference on World War
IT: Through the Eyes ofThose Who Helped Make History, Lehigh University,
~Bethlehem, Pa., 24 March2001. ~:'.
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prisoners·through his position and power as a doctor at Auschwitz.
Inmate doctors-had the most direct'relationship with Mengele. They were
~ .. -
·forced to ~sisthim-in-hismedicaLexperimentsanclto_statrthe_prisoneLhQspjtaL.__ __~ ~I
Because oftheir c1os{re1attonsmpto Mengele~ liisirifllience overthem was the most .
obvious. They received bett~r food, housing, and physical treatment than other
prisoners, and they had more freedom over their interactions with others because of
their close tie to Mengele. Reflecting on his experience at Auschwitz, one prisoner
doctor some years later explained that they were the "upper middle class ip camp
.Dr. Miklos Nyiszli, a Hungarian physician deported to Auschwitz in 1944 and
forced into service as Mengele's pathologist, is an excellent example ofhow Mengele
influ~nced the lives ofinmate doctors?O Nyiszli worked more closely with Mengele
~.
-----~~_.--
than did ~ost other inmate physicians. Therefore, his case demonstrates how·
extremely Mengele couldaffect an inmate's life. Because ofNyiszli's skills as a
pathologist, Mengele made certain that the doctor received' '.'SS treatment.,,31 In
addition to never being assigned to general prisoner barracks, Nyiszli ",as even
removed from the usual doctors' barracks and given a private room with access to
facilities otherwise reserved strictly for the SS, s~ch as the SS kitchen, laUndry, and .
barbershop. Beyond that, Nyiszli recounted how he and Mengele's other core
favorites were allowed and, in fact, encouraged by Mengele to play soccer with the
88.32 Even more indicative, however~ ofMengele's influence over prisoners' lives at
. t.,' , ' "
Auschwitz was Nyis,,zli's description of regularly "taking [~]·aftemoon nap.,,33 .
·--Beca1,1Se-Miklos-Nyiszli-was~socloselytiedtoJosefMengele, he was able to play
sports and take midday rests while other prisoners were·experlmented on, workedto
death, or exterminated
Although Nyis~i was made a part ofNazi life, he also remained connected to
. '
prisoner existence. Because he was in Mengele'sfavor, Nyiszli movedwith relative
freedom between the worlds ofcaptor and captive. Upon Nyiszli's request, Mengele
issued him a pass that allowed himto move unrestrained throughout the camp in
orde~ to locate his wife and daughter. Mengele had so much confidence in his
psychological control over Nyiszli that h?aid not worry about the doctor's
unsupervised activities. For three weeks, Nyiszli visited his family every day and
.smuggled as much "contraband" (food, toiletries, clothing) as he could in orderJo-
---~
--~_.-
help his wife and daughter and others on their block.34 Mengele~correct, th~ugh,
not to worry about whatNyiszli would reveal to the general prison population. In 'the
years following his internment atAuschwitz, Nyiszli admitted that whenever asked
by inmates ifvarious rumors they heard, regarding experimentation were accurate he
always replied, "It is not true.,,35
Thanks to the mobility created by Mengele, Nyiszli discovered that his wife
and daughter's ·camp (the Frauenlager) was scheduled to be liquidated, and he
32 Ibid., 57-58.
33 Ibid.; 82.
. 34 Ibid., 105, 109.
35 Ibid., 107.
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successfully bribed an SS guard to. transfer them to an I.G. Farben work detail, thus
, saVing their lives b~t ending Nyiszli's visits.36 Nyiszli was both willing and.able to '
take risks to help others because he knew Mengele would protect him from hann. As
N)'iszli'recounted, Mimgele nofomysa.ved him from'goingtcfthe gas chamber upon
-------------1
, -
first arrival at Auschwitz, but also later removed him from an execution line up put'
.:together by SS guards.37
While·other inmate doctors did not have the same extreme level offreedom or
protection as Miklos Nyiszli, they did have a similarly privileged status..They were
, important to Mengele, as well as to other Nazi doctors, notonly because most Nazi .
physicians did notwant to "dirty their bands" by working with the general inmate
, ~
population, butalso because there were just too many inmates for Nazi phYstcians to
tend to alone. Additionally, most Nazi doctors, and Mengele in particular, spoke only
German, and so needed the inmate doctors, whospoketheirnativelan~ge~~ell.-//
as German, to communicate with the primarily eastemand central European camp
population.38
Because they were pbysici~, inmate,doctors retained some,oftheir socially
constructed power as doctors'even as prisoners ofAuschwitz. Aware oftheir special
standing, inmate doctors used their position and power to help victims ofmedical
experiments and general prisoners. According to Dr. Stanislaw Klodzinski, a former.
inmate doctor at AuSchwitz, be and other prisoner doctors helped medical
experimentation victims by changing medication dosages, falsifying charts and
36 Ibid., 111.
, 37 Ibid, 120:
38 Lifton, The NaziDoctors, 216-17.
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~edical histories, and diluting bannful medications. 39 Similarly, Miklos Nyiszli
described smuggling and distributing during his rounds as many vitamins and pills as '
possible without rousfug suspicion in order to ease suffering somewhat.40 Doctors
like Nyiszli and K.1odzinski tried to make the prison hospital a refuge and respite for
------------
the sick mther than a last step before the gas chamber. JosefKret, an Auschwitz
survivor, explained how inmate doctors saved his life by choosing himto go to the
hospital. As Kret explained, the inmate physicians were told ~o, select just three
people to be hospitalized from a large group ofoverworked, dying inmates. Kret
realized that he was lucky to have been chosen because it savedhis life.41 The
hospital was not a place ofprolonged rest, though. If inmates were hospitalized too
long or appeared too ill; Mengele selected them for the gas chamber.42 Inmate
doctors persevered, though, and often succeeded'in helping ailing inmates despite the
adversity they faced. JosefKret, for example, remarked that compared to the work
battalions a small, plank bed in the comer ofthe hospital was a "serene, safe
haven.,.43
Despite their status, inmate doctors still had to be covert in aiding prisoners.
Inmate physicians could lose their lives or be subjected to physical punishment ifthey
39 Dr. Stanislaw Klodzinski, ~'Criminal Pharmacological Experiments on Inmates of
the ConcentrationCamp in Auschwitz," inNazi Medicine: Doctors, Victims and
Medicine in Auschwitz, by the IitternationalAuschwitz Committee (New York:
Howard Fertig, Inc., 1986), Sec. I, p.19.
40 Nyiszli, Auschwitz: A Doctor's Eyewitness Account, 63.
41 JosefKret, "The Doctors Found a Way Out," in Nazi Medicine, Sec. II, p. 82.
42 Otto Wolken, "Chronik des Quarantanelagers Birkenau," in Auschwitz: Zeugnisse
und Berichte, H.G. Adler, eds. Herman Langbein and Ella Lingens-Reiner
(Fmnkfurt am Main: Europaische Verlagsanstalt, 1962),139.
43 JosefKret, "The' Doctors._.. ," 83-84. -
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were caught "inapproPriately" helping a prisoner. Emmi Bonhoeffer related the story
ofan inmate doctor who tried to help a 'pregnant prisoner who went into labor. The
doctor was h~t in the face with a whip, while the pregnant womari was taken a~ay
never to be seen again{she was) presumably) sent to the gas chamber).44 As
\
evidenced by this ~ase,. even when inmate'doctors were caught in some "illegal"
activity, their pumShri:ieDI wiiSiiSillillyless sev.ete-:thatHhat-ofthe-generalprisoners;-
. After learning how horribly the general prisoner population was treated, Miklos
Nyiszli remarked that, whikhe felt sympathy for those forced to endure such
treatment and would do what he could to help them, he ''was not sooyto have acted .
boldly... to better[his] lot,'.45
.Just like inmate doctors, twins and those who fit aMengele research subject
profile also received better foo~ housing, and physical treatment than did the general
prisoner population. For many inmates, being chosen as a Mengele experimentee
saved their lives because it removed them from harsh, daily working·conditions·and
-
often provided them with mo.re substantive nutrition. In fact, for children, selection
by Mengele for his. medical experiments was virtually the only way for them to avoid
immediate:extermination. As Auschwitz surviv~r "HelenR." remarked, "even [as] a
child at three or four years old she knew that ifshe's leaving her mother's hand that
she's going to death.'>46 For thosewho were not fortunate enough to survive
44 Emmi Bonhoeffer, Zeugen im Auschwitz-Prozess [Auschwitz Trials: Letters from
.an Eyewitness], trans. Ursual Stechow (Richmond) Va: John Knox Press, 1967),35.
45 Nyiszli, Auschwitz: A Doctor's EyeWitness Account, 29. '
46 Helen R., "The Things that SustainedMe)" in Second to None: A Documentary
History ofAmerican Women, Volume II: From 1865 to the Present, eds. Ruth Barnes
Moynihan, CynthiaR~sett and L~urie~Crumpacker-(Lincoln, Neb.: University of
Nebraska Press, 1993),227.
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Mengele's experiments, though, the. procedures providednothing but a slow,
torturous death to which the gas chamber may have been preferable; at least the gas
chamber was a comparatively quick and painless way t~ die.
Afterrampselections,Mengele~ssubjects -were isolated fromcthe restofcamp _
society because Mengele did notwant his subjects to be "contaminated" in any way.
- .._------ . ~~-----.-
Aside from each other, the only other prisoners tlieysaw were th1nhIllatedoctors'-
forced to assist Mengele with his experiment~~ Further separations were then made
between the medical experiment victims themselves.
, ...l.
Twins, Mengele's top priority, received the best treatment ofall medical
.experiment victims. By Mengele's orders, however, they were not allowed to interact
with anyone except-other twins, inmate doctors, and Mengele·himself. Eva Mozes"
Kor" a twin atAuschwitz, recalled seeing a general prisoner shot in the head just for
speaking to one of the twins.47 Mengele's twin experiments were top secret, and he
wanted to keep them-that way.
"Mengele's children" were treated with extremely special care. Mengele
became enraged ifhe discovered that they had been mistreated by anyone, including
the SS. Mengele provided the children with extra food and small toys and
encouraged them to play.games with each other the way children normally would.
He often gave the children candy after painful procedures and visited their ~arracks
regularly in order to gain their trust. Vera Blau, a twin, survivor, remarked, "I believe
JosefMengele loved children-even though he was a murderer and a killer. Yes! I
, -
47 Mozes~Kor, "The Mengele Twins... ," in The Nazi Doctors and tfie Nuremberg "
Code, 55.
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remember him as a gentle man.',48 "Uncle Mengele,'~ as the children referred to him.
had full control overthe.twins' i~teractions with-othe;s.49 ••No contact with the twins
occurred unless approved by Mengele. The "twins subculture" at Auschwitz was'
"very noticeable'and very disturbing to'ad~tinmates,who feared the-horrors Mengele,
might be inflicting after gaining the confidence of unsuspecting children to whom
parents-had-no access.50 AmongthetwUis~Mel1gelefiillYexploited the~doctof;'l'atient
relationship and his power as a physician.
While twinswere specially cared for by Mengele,aild allowed to interact
among each other with forced "normalcy," they were stilrcbildren separated from .
their families. They needed more adult supervision thanMengele alone could
provide. As Zvi Spiegel, an adult twin at Auschwitz in charge ofa twin boys'
barracks, noted, he felt that one ofhis main duties was"m~intaining the children's
morale.,,51 Spiegel knew, as did many prisoner doctors, tIlat Mengelewas fickle and
. .
an opporiuIlist. Mengele often killed "his" twins when the experiment called for it.
If, after the in·vivo stage, Mengele's experimentrequire<tdissection, orifthe
experiment was finished'andthe twin was no longer ofuse to him,'Mengele would
'-'., ,"
kill the child.52 Just because the twins were in his favor op.e moment did not
necessarily mean they would be the next. For this reason, Spiegel tried to keep the
. twins happy and out ofMengeIe'sway whenever possibl~;53
48 Lagnado and Dekel, Children ofthe Flames, 67.
49 !b'd 9 '.1., . .
50 Lifton, The Nazi Doctors,352
.51 Lagnado and Dekel, Children ofthe Flames, 68.
52 Posner, Menge/e, 40. . ~. .
53 !bid
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While twins' barracks leaders}ike.Zvi Spiegel had enough unsupervised
contact with the twins to improve theirlives at A~chwitz, prisoner doctors could do
little for the children. The. twins already received better treatment than other
. . ~
-.--------.-------.pnsoneisdid;sotherewas less need to smuggle contrablUld to. them. Also, since
Mengele handled their medical care personally, inmate doctors could not modify or
ease procedures for the twins.
Mengele also had other medical experiment victims at Ausc~witz. Gypsies,
dwarves, and anyone with a physical anomaly (such as crossed eyes) attracted
Mengele's attention. While these victims did not fare. as well as Mengele's twins, .
theywere better off in many respects than the general prisoner wpulation. Mengele
divided these vic~ms from the general inmate population by placing them in separate
camps within Auschwitz, which limited those with whom the victims could interacf
, The gypsy camp in Birkenau (Auschwitz ll) is a prime example ofthe way in which -
non-twirt victims ofMengeIe's experiments were treated and the ways in which their
relationship to Mengele affected their interactions with others·,
The gypsy camp, as Miklos Nyiszli described it, was startlingly different from.
the geneml prisoner camp. Because ofMengeIe's specific liking for them as racially
,Aryan, non-Jews, and even greater liking for them as Catholics, Gypsy inmates were
pem#tted to keep their hair and wear their own clothes, and Gypsy families remaiD:ed
intact.54 Furthermore, while Gypsies were not exempt from physica1labor like twins
and inmate doctors were, they were give1i1ess taxing positions. Specifically, gypsies
were responsible for "policing" the Jewish sections ofAuschwitz, which, according
54 Nyiszli, Auschwitz: A Doctor ·sEyewitnessAc~ount. -31.
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to Nyiszli, they did with ferocity. 55 Sllch viciousness likely stemmed from historical
religious animosity between the Catholic gypsies and the Jewish inmates, as well as
t
froinMengele's support ofthe violence. The ·gypsies were favored by Mengele and
did notwant to lose his appiovalbfperformingtheirassigned-tasks-poorly.They
viewed him as their guardian, as did other non-twin victims. Sara Nomberg-Przytyk,
-- ---
- -~- -
------ -
genuflected before Mengele saying, '~YO\l are so kind, so gorgeous. God should
reward yoU."S6 Such acclamation 'for Mengele was not uncommon from the medical
-, .
experiment victims, who often felt Mengele had saved their lives. As with the twins,
Mengele thoroughly controlled these subjects' interactions with others.
In addition to twins, gypsies, and other pre-selected research subjects, there
were those who unwittingly became victims. ofMengele's experiments. Sterilization
was the most common pro~edure that these subjects encountered By experimenting
with sterilization techniques, Mengele hoped to find a. quick, cost-effective method of
preventing reprod~ctiQnamong the unfit in ghettos and concentration and labor
camps until they could be exterminated. As their treatment and interaction with
others reflects, these casualties were to Mengele the least prized ofhis victims. Under
the guise ofa "physical examination," Mengele either exposed prisoners to high
doses ofx-rays to cause infertility, or he anesthetized them and removed their
reproductive organs surgically.57 In both situations, inmates were not told what had
55 Ibid.
56 SaraNomberg-Przytyk, Auschwitz: True Tales from a fJrotesque Land, trans.
Roslytl Hirsch (Chapel Hill: University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1985),90.
~ 57 Dr. Stanislaw Klodzinski, "Sterilization and Castration With the Help ofX-Rays in
the Auschwitz Concentration Camp," in Nazi Medicine, Sec. 1, p. 52; Gene Church,
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been done to them. They were left to figure that outfor themselves. Yakoff Skurnik
noted, for example, that it was not until the night after his sterilization operation that -
he "learned the truth about what transpired....[H]e'd .had his ri~t testicle surgically
..-.-·-removecp;58 TWiils and Mengele:s:C-(jther·pre~chos~Ilvictirn~didnot know the exact- .....
details ofthe .experiments·bemg conducted on them either, but they did know that
-----_ .. _--------
experimerttaI medical procedures werebeingpeiformed:--Sterilization-victims,~-..:..····· ...._~.__._- -.--
though, had no idea·what their"physical examination" really meant until after the
fact.
Sterilization victims formed a link between Mengele's medical experiments
and the general-prison population. Sterilization victims were chosen from the general
prison population for -experimentationrandomly rather than for aspecific trait (e.g.
dwarfism). They were then retum~ to the general population after the sterilization
procedure. Victims ofsurgical sterilization received only a-briefrespi~e in the prison
, -hospital (usuallythre~). During that time, inmate doctors aided the victims as
much as they could, but medications, particularly antibiotics and analgesics, were in
short supply. Victims still. ailiIlg wer~ returned to work details where they had to rely
on other inmates, some·ofwhom had previously undergone the saI11e_ procedure, to _
help them through the harsh labor to which they were subjected,59 Rather than: ~~ing
_forcibly separated from interaction with general prisoners, sterilization victims had to
rely on interaction with general prisoners to survive, a situation that none of
80629: A Mengele Experiment (Richardson, Tex.: Sharon Kimberly Darnon
Publishing Co., 1986), 160. -
s8Church; A MengeleExperiment,.l63. _
59 Ibid., 166.
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Mengele's other research subjects faced.
The general prisoner population presents a more complex network of
relationships, but JosefMengele wielded influence there nonetheless. Even though
- •..._--------.
many general prisoners never had any direct contact with Mengele after the initial
platform selections, most ofthem were still affected by him. Not only could Mengele
~ ~~ ~~---~ - ----~ ~- --~~
select prisoners for extermination during daily health inspections, he also had the
-
. power to remove them from the generalprison block making their lives at Auschwitz
·slightly more tolerable. As one Auschwitz survivor put it, "MengeIe [was] God-.we
found [that] out very fast.,,60
Most generalprisoners-feared--JosefMengele because-ofhis volatile temper--r.---,-
Even Miklos Nyiszli, who was well protec~d by Mengele, admitted that Mengele
was "der gefiirchtesteMannin KZ' (the most feared mail at AuSchwitz).61 Mengele
controlled general prisoners through this fear ofhis unpredictable actions.
Furthermore, because ofhis multitude ofresponsibilities" sUIYi~ofs claimed that
". ," "
Mengele appeared to be omnipresent at AUsc~Witz. Even·.as a general prisoner, Sara
Nomberg-Przytyk d~bed always seeing Mengelearound the camp.· She
maintained th~t everyone knewthe power Mengele commanded. During daily
. .
selections, inmates would try to hide-sores, rashes, or marks on their bodies that
might catch Mengel~'s .attention and doom them to the gas:chamber.62 One
Auschwitz survivor specifically recounted ~at ''you had to look good-not that
60 tifton, The Nazi Doctors, 353.
61 Dr. Miklos Nyiszli,"Sonderkommando," in Auschwitz: Zeugnisse und Bericht, eds.
H:G. Adler, Herman-Langbein, and Ella Lingens-Reiner (Frankfurt am Main:
Europaische Verlagsanstalt, 1962),92. .
62 Nomberg~Przytyk, Auschwitz: True Tales, 58.
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anybody looked'good" or you would be immediately selected for extermination63
Moreover, Mengele affected general male and female prisoners differently.
As Sara Nomberg':'Przytyk attested, female inmates often'tended to display greater
hostility toward each other than male inma.tes did. A prime reason for this animosity
was that Mengele would randomly transfer attractive female prisoners, particularly
. \
thosewho could speak German, out ofthe general barracks to work as "ltiuftr"
(literally "runners'') or camp messengers.64 These messengers were valuable to camp
inmates because, through their service as Mengele's errand girls, they obtained,
infonnation regarding inmates' families, camp liquidations, and medical experiments,
,
among other things, all ofwhich they passed on to prisoners. Although they were
prized by inmates for the information they provided, liiufer, who received improved
treatment, were also occasionally accused by somejealous inmates ofhaving "sold
themselves" in service to Mengele and the Nazis. Given the opportunity,however;
'most ofthe laufer's accusers would have likely done the same thing.65
Mengele privileged other general prisoners as well. Such privilege furthered
an already existing ethnic and racial hierarchy,among prisoners. Lageriilteste (c~p ,
elders), or blockleaders, were at the top of this hierarchy. In charge ofprisoner
barracks, block leaders possessed Aryan qualities and the ability to speak German.
Their non-Jewish characteristics put them in Mengele's favor. In fact, Mengele like~
the block leader ofSara Nomberg-Przytyk~s barracks somuch that she repeatedly
63 HelenR., "The Things That Sustained Me," 227.
~-~-"'----"'~--e:.64-lliid., 31. ~ ", . , '-~--'--"., .",.
65 Ibid.
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convinced him to remove inmates' numbers from lists for the gas chamber.66 .
Lage~tilteste had a private room ~n the block and receivedjadditional clothing and
food rations. Despite that, they too were general prisoners; block leaders in the
~omen' s camp were often extremely harshwith the female inmates to prove that they
were qualified to keep their jobs and not be put back on hard labor.67
. Slovakian inmates followed block leaders in the social hierarchy ofthe
women's camp. These inmates felt that whatever meager privileges the block leader
passed on to her charges should benefitthem. After all, they had been at Auschwitz
the longest. They had worked hard to survive for as long as they did and had no plans
to risk their lives helping newerinmates.68
Zugang (new arrivals) occupied the bottomrung ofthe social ladder in the
Auschwitz women's camp. Nomberg-Przytyk wrote tharshe andother newarr'!vals
~ ---- ----
to the Frauenlager (women's camp)were treated like pariahs. Older prisoners, she
recalled, consistently took food from new arrivals and even beat them Up.69 Such
action reinforced the prisoner hierarchy, and it released the older prisoners' pent-up
frustrations. Additionally, although perhaps inadvertently, it helped older prisoners
appear healthier and thus less likely to be chosen during Mengele's gas chaJ:nber
selections. ASMiklos Nyiszli:s wife and daughter explained to him during one ofhis
visits, in the general camp population, an inmate's social rank outside ofAuschwitz
did not matter. Those previously of"fairly high" social rank now stood side-by-side
66 Ibid., 44.
--~~---,----"-,671l5ia~1J-.~"'-'------"---'---------"--~---~. ~.,'---'"------'------'-~-----'-~----'--
,68 Ibid., 20-21.
69 Ibid., 17.
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with peasants.7° At Auschwitz there was a dew social order. Whether inmates fully
recognized it or not, oD;e factor reinforcing an inmate's place within that-orderwas
__._._.. I
As Nomberg-Przytykdiscovered, in order to survive'arAusch\Vitz'an-inmate-~--~~'~ 'U.n'=
JosefMengele.
~f
.fn the women's camp had to be tough in her interactions with others and watch out for
'._-'.
her own best interests. Ultimately, no one elsewas going to help her. There were
times when female inmates would share stories or thoughts of life before Auschwitz,
but no real camaraderie seemed to exist inthe women's camp. Many women knew,
though, that getting closer to Mengele was one possible way ofbettering their lives at
Auschwitz and their chances ofsurvival.71
Survivors ofthe men's camp, on the other hand, portrayed a less hostile,
although not entirely friendly, place. Male prisoners were much less likely than
female prisoners to be removed from hard labor by Mengele for liiufer positions, so
. . . .
such hostility and fighting waS futile for them. Their best chance ofsurvival lay in
befriending and helping each other. The social hierarchy (block leaders, followed by .
"old" prisoners, and then new arrivals) existed in the men's camp, but here this
structure fostered more benevolence than in the women's camp. Block leaders still
treated inmates harshly, but such adversity bound male prisoners together rather than
separated them the way it did femaleprisoners.72
The treatment ofnew arrivals in the men's camp was also strikingly different
from the women's camp. Yakoff Skurnik described how older prisoners warned him
-----7°N'yisZli~ Auschwitz:'A·Doctor'tEyewitnessAccounr,-108~·---c. ,"
n Nomberg~Przytyk, Auschwitz: True Tales, 39. .
...... -------?~Church, AMengele Experiment, 91.
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about conditions and events at the camp. For example, ~kurnik recalled that he was
.warned not to drink the water because it caused dysentery, to_stay away from the
highly charged electric fence, and to save bread'from his meager. evening meal to
-
~~~~~-- - -supplement ms-paItrYoreIDffast 3JoserSfemler-recounte'ijcdis-cussing-poUfi~~~and=~ ----. --~~-~~=.-- =-
. ideology withthe men working next to him, and.he eventually became quite friendly
with two of them. Stemlerwrote that he was glad to have had them by him and that
their friendship helped him to survive.74 Primo Levi also remembered the
. camaraderie that he felt with othermale inmates whom he considered his friends.
Like Stemler, Levi and his friends discussed politics and ideology while onwork
detail as well as in their bunks.75 YakoffSkurnik even went so far as to strike up a
relationship with a woman on a work detail near his.'6 Friendship was as important
for the men's survival as self-reliance was for the women.
Whether male or female, an important interaction for all general prisoners was
the black market. Both JosefKret andSara Nomberg-Przytyk attest to the importance
ofthe black market. It was the only place to "organize"-.-that is, to obtain by any
means available-"luxury" items, like potatoes.77 JosefMengele had an influence·
over black market activity because it was primarily those like Miklos Nyiszli, who
~ial mobility afforded to them byMengele, who had accesS to ilems (such as
food, blankets, medicine, cigarettes, and clothing) that were in demand on the black
73 Ibid., 40.
74 Josef Stemler, "Stasio aus Krakow," in Auschwitz: Zeugnisse und Bertchte, 34.
75 Primo Levi, "Der Letzte," inAuschwttz: Zeugnisse undBerichte, 166.
76 Church, A Mengele Experiment, 183. .
------'---~------.:7-7-JosefKre~"EtnTag-in-der-Stratkompanie:'inA.uschwitz: Zeugnisse undBerichte, ---- .---- ----~ ..
56; Nomberg~Przytyk, Auschwitz: True Tales, 73.
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market.·
Although often indirectly, general prisoners lives were influenced by Josef
Mengele. In fact, Mengele had much more control over inmates at Auschwitz than
because no other camp combined forced labor, medical experimentation, and mass
----~ext~~ti~;ilie wayA~hWi~didltw~ these elem~nts, present only at
AuschWitz, combined With Mengele's extreme dedication to Nazism and the more
general social power ofdoctors that gave Mengele such levels ()fcoJ;ltrol. Because
their camps lack~d one element or another, other Nazi doctors could-not obtain the
same level ofWidespread control over prisoners as Mengele did at Auschwitz.
AuschWitz set up an environment in which the socially constructed power of a doctor
could be, and in fact was, taken to level not seen before.
At Treblinka, for example, asatthe other extermination camps, the level of
power and control that Mengele maintained over prisoners did not exist because there
was no large forced labor population or medical experiments. Iinnates in the death
camps at Belzec, Chelmno, Sobibor, and Treblinkawere generallyhoused only until
they could be sentto the gas chamber. Because the prisoner population at these
camps was small and ever changing, the strong social hierarchy'found among
prisoners at Auschwitz,did not exist at places like Treblinka. Moreover, as Samuel
Willenberg's account ofhis time as an inmate at Treblinka described, the situation at
Treblinka~drove-both-male-and-female~inmatesjogetherin a mass escape attempt.
This event succeeded at both Treblinka and Sobibor, where fewer Nazi leaders and
33
-._- ..-'------' "~ .... ' ..- --..._"~--':-----_.'"--,._.
. guards were stationed, but not at Auschwitz, where security was tighter.78 No single
, ,
leader at these four extermination camps had the control over inmates that Mengele
did at Auschwitz.
_. "_. "E"enafMajdaheK;-where1here-wwra-consistent;~Iafgepiisoner'::p6pulatio~~the__ :;~· '.~"_ , _
camp dynamics were different than at Auschwitz. Prisoners at Majdanek who were
not immediately exterminated were automatically put into forced labor. No one could
be. "rescued" from the gas chambers or harsh labor by a powerfuldoctor like Mengele
<~n1y to bemad~m ofexperimentation because no medical experiments to~k
, "
place at Majdanek.
Since all prisoners in forced labor campsfaced the same poor housing, bad
food, and physical abuse, there were aspects ofprisoner life, such as the black market,
that were similar to Auschwitz. As Walter Bartel explained, though, forced labor
camps like Buchenwald were often run so well by "the principle of self-
administration" (that is, prisoners being in charge ofother prisoners) that "the SS had
practically nothing... to say in camp affairs.,,79 This included SS doctors. Even .
Commander Koch, the coIllllllindant ofBuchenwald, Was characterized by survivors
• " ' 'c •
as a drunkard who paid little attention to running the camp.80 He left senior camp
inmates and block leaders, whose increased power bred more vicious behavior than at
78Samuel Willenberg, "Escape from Treblinka," in InSide Hitler's Germany: A
Documentary History ofLife in the Third Reich, eds. Benjamin Sax and Deiter Kuntz
~exington, Mass.: D.C. Heath and Company, 1992),448-55.
9W~lterBartel, "Senior Camp Inmates an4 Camp Leadership," in The Buchenwald
·~~~~-Report;by1he-Psychological-Warfare-};)ivision,-'SHAEl4-trans;-DavidJlackett,_with.a. __=--__
foreward by Frederick A. Praeger (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1995),138-40.
8~urt Dietz, "Valetfor Koch," ibid., 335-37. .
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Auschwitz, in charge at Buchenwald.s1 Because they were prisoners, th?ugh, senior
inmates and block leaders atBuchenwald obviously did not have the same le~el of
power that Mengele did at Auschwitz.
. .... -'The'ccommand~structur~at'Buclieriwa.fa:aIs()cliad~ari~iIDpact-on:the~social-.--------.-,-~-_ .._~_~._.
dynamics ofthe camp. While prisoners detested the seni~i·camp'ilttnates and block
leaders, no inmates noted any.differences in the treatment and interaction ofmale and
female prisoners. In contrast to Auschwitz, men and women at Buchenwald were not
housed in separate camps, although they )¥ere kept in separate barracks, and children
were not targeted for execution.82 Furthermore, doctors at Buchenwald generally
")
~ to their laboratories and did not perfoI1:1l duties in the camp other than their
research respoIlSibilities.83 At Buchenwald and other forced labor camps, then~ just as
in the other extermination camps, no single physician maintained the level and scope
ofcontrol over prisoners that JosefMengeledid at Auschwitz. No other Nazi camp
doctorhad forced labor, medical."experiments, and mass extermination at their camps,
and certainly no other Nazi doctor had JosefMengele's personality. All other camp
doctors were missing at least one part ofthe equation needed to obtain the level of .
prisoner control that Mengele had at Auschwitz.
After determining, then, not only how Mengele affected inmates at
Auschwitz, but also how his control over them was different than other Nazi doctors,
81 Gustav Herzog, "Block Inspections," ibid., 142-43.
82Richard Gritz, "Experiences in the Cellblock at Buchenwald," ibid., 196~99; Dr.
Jonas Silber, "Children in Buchenwald," ibid., 278~79.
83Artur Gad'ezinski, "Humans as Guinea Pigs for SS Doctor," ibid., 228~29; Jan
Schalker, "Experim~ntsin Block46/'-ibid.,-229~30;~Jan-A.-Van.Leeuwarden, .
"Victims ofBlock 46," ibid., 230.
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it becomes necessary to determine why he,ra~er than anyone els~,had such an effect'
on prisoners. In addition to his status as a physician, there are five considerations
pertaining to Mengel~ that set him apart from other Nazi physicians or elite. First,
. "~~~:Mengt:le~was'fanaticalin'his~dedicatloIl;to:Nmsm~-HiStOriaIiR~berMjftOn:even:: .• ~..=,~~~~~< "-.~~_
speculates that, next, to Hitler, Mengele was the most loyal Nazi in the regime and the
most convinced by Nazi ideology.84 This radical devotion to Nazi dogma was evident
in Mengele's work at Auschwitz. Mengele's lab was a virtual "showcase" for racial
research, a model to be emulated by other Nazi doctors. While other Nazi physicians
were·coerced into service at Auschwitz when they would have be~n satisfied to
conduct their research in Berlin or Frankfurt, JosefMengele was eager to work at
, .
Auschwitz and ultimately thrived there.85 The research conditions that Mengele
created at Auschwitz (such as the twins' barracks, which again supports Foucault's
notion ofthe doctor's altered physical workspace) were, for him, the realization ofms
dream to become a premier eugenics scientistwho would be vital ,in advancing Nazi
racial theory. Mengele was the epitome ofwhat the Nazi regime wanted ofother
doctors.
Second, ,the command structure at Auschwitz facilitated Mengele's ability to
controi inmate interactions because he was voluntarily involved in so many aspects of
.camp life. As Hermann Goring testified during the Nuremberg Trials, the Nazi elite
aliowed Nazi camp doctors to run theiro~ experiments without direct supervision.86
84 Lifton, The Nazi Doctors, 377.
85 Lagnado and Dekel, Children ofthe Flames, 59.
__-O8=-6Joseph-E;-Persico,Nurember&=Infamy-on~T~iaL(New-York: Viking Penguin,.19.9A) _
370..' -
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tThis lack ofoutside supervision'gave Mengele, who was aln~ady a ranking Nazi.
official, tremendous power in Auschwitz. As if complete freedom over his work was ,
not enough, Mengele was, according to Auschwitz survivors, seemingly omnipresent
~v-'~~~~~~~-~~~in-the-camp~~-Me~geie:n~~onlrha(Hhe-power~to;order=an~inmate~sde-aiKatany~iine~~~~-~~~~~~-~~ ,,__
for any reason, but he was also always present to invoke that power.S7 Unlike Rudolf
Hoess, the official commandant ofAuschwitz, Mengele was not so preoccupied with
duties outside Auschwitz that the majority of inmates could not connect his face with
his name. JosefMengele was avery r~al, very imposing figure at Auschwitz. He
,was high enough in the Nazi regime to have official power, but not so high as to be
removed from the daily workings ofthe camp. Names like Goring, Gobbels, and,of
course, Hitler, struck terror in prisoners, but it was more a theoretical fear than a
practical one. AdolfHitler was rather unlikely to personally send someone to the gas
chamber, but the same was not true for Mengele. Hitlerand other high ranking Nazi
officials were removed from the "daily grind" ofNazi camp happenings. They were
pliysically unknown to the imprisoned. Once again, the same was not true for
Mengele. Inmates knew exactly who JosefMengele was and understood the power
that the doctor wielded over life anddeath.
Third, because his primary research interest, unlike that ofother Nazi
physicians, was twins, Mengele had.control over inmates' children. As previously
explained, the only time children surviyed ramp' selections at Auschwitz was when
they were selected by Mengele for one ofhis experiments. This situation presented
87 William L. Shirer, The Ris,e. ami Fall ofthe Third Reich: A Story oflV"azi Germany, '
(New York: Fawcett Crest, 1959), 1262.
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p,arents with a very difficult choice: hand over their children to Mengele for~own
. . . . '.
purposes or take the children with them into the gas chamber. Parents exercised both
options. Hedvah'and Leah Stem remembered a fellow inmate on the platform at
~-~'=~~~·~~--·1\:uschWitzielii'll.g;their:motheHhat~Mengele~wanfed~tWin~~·'-TIie:Stem.girls_couldJiYe,". __~....~.~_~~=~~.~
but 'only if their mother relinquis,hed them to Mengele.88 Recognizing the power of
life and death that Mengele possessed, some parents even claimed that siblings close
in age .were twins in order to save their lives.89 ,There were those parents, though,
whoso.strongly feared--whatMengele_w.ould_d~Lto their children that they_~~lked
<. . ' . .. ~--..,---_.--:---_..:._..•~-'-:-----_._--
straight mtothe.gas chamber with their twins rather than send them offwith the
doctor.90I~ytaking theirchil~en: Mengele acquired control over adults, whose
interactions often revolved around discovering what had.happened to the sequestered
children.
A fourth characteristic specificto Mengele was the control that he, unlike
other Nazi physicians, exlubited over the SS, not only because he' was a ranking
member ofthe organization, but also because camp guards, like prisoners,' feared
Mengele's fury. Miklos Nyiszli explained that once, when a girl by some miracle
survived the gas chamber, the SS guards ran to Nyiszli to find out what Mengele
would want them to do with the girl rather than make the decision on their own and
by chance anger Mengele. Nyiszli ultimately had the girl shot because he knew that
Mengele would just send the girl back to the gas chamber a second time. Nyiszli felt
88 Lagnadu and Delrel, Children a/the l?famgs, 36.
89 Ibid, 60. '.'
. 90 Ibid, 56.
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that sho~ting her would be more merciful. 91 Because Mengele's power extended
beyond the inmates ofAuschwitz to include their guards, his authority was different
......
from any other doctor's authority at or beyond Auschwitz.
~-~:=-.--- --~-~~"-<~~=-~-~"--~FlmiIiy~M~nge1e eXhibifed a"iliffereiififfitudetowaraliisreseareh-and-his~-.'- -.---- ~-:::::
subjects than did other Nazi physicians. Mengele was cunning and highly
manipulative of the doctor·patient relationship. He strove to gain the deep trust and
confidence ofhis victims, especially Gypsies and children, by treating them "mildly"
.- -otily to oetfay tliemlater-byusing this trust to-allaytheirfears-regarding-any---··
"medical" treatments he performed.92 Other Nazi physicians.who ran medical
experiments were not nearly as conniving and subversive as Mengele, nor did they
isolate their victims from the rest ofcamp society the way he did. From beginning to
end, then,'JosefMengele was himself an anomaly among Nazi doctors, and, in that
respect, perhaps not so dissimilar from those perceived "anomalies" of society upon
whom he experimented. And yet, M:engele ascended to his power through a socially .
constructed path that was not at all anomalous. The social system in Germany
encouraged his modus operandus.
Through his role as unchallenged arbiter of life and death at Auschwitz, Josef
Mengele affected the ways in which inmates interacted with each other. Inmates
knew that the closer they got to Mengele, the greater their chances ofsurvival were.
Inmate doctors, who were arguably the closest to Mengele, occupied a precarious
place in the social structure ofAuschwitz. As doctors, they wanted to help sick and
91 Nyiszli, AuschWitz.: A Doctor'sEyewitness Account, 92. .
92 Tadeusz Szym~ski, "The 'Hospital' in the F8.l;l1ily Camp fo~ Gypsies in
Auschwitz-Birkenau," in Nazi Medicine, Sec. III, p. 31-32.
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dying inmates and, because oftheir relationship to JosefMengele, they were in a
position to dojust that. But, they were always in danger ofbeing discovered and
potentially diminishing or losing their privileged status.
~-~Cogmzanfsu61ecfs-of:&1engele's'expenin:ents-{tliat·is~tn()se-wlnrlrnew1hey='~;'c~~~~~,~ .....=.:=--=--=:
were being experimented on) faced isolation from· the rest ofcamp society and
stratification.even within their own group, with twins receiving the best treatment.
As a whole, though, their value to Mengele enSured a higher level ofphysical well-
-------.--~------ -1feitfg:-~StenlizatioIfvictims;-by-contrast, were··taken·from-and-quicklycreturned-to-the------I
general prison population. They had no forewarning ofexperiments until after the
procedure had occurred. Because they had a comparatively low value to Mengele,
they were treated more like general prisoners than medical experiment victims. They
had to rely on their interactions and relationships with. general prisoners in order to
survive.
For the rest ofthe prisoner population, Mengele's power to remove them from
their deplorable conditions in favor ofa more bearable life underlay their interactions
with each other. For women, the small chance that Mengele would chose them to
work as messengers, for example, created much animosity within their interactions as
each inmate attempted to gain Mengele's favor in order to improve her situation.
inmate was at Auschwitz, though, JosefMengele affected his or her life.
Even after Auschwitz was liberated by Soviet troops in January 1945, Josef
Mengele continued to affect the lives offormer inmates by proving himselfdifferent
40
from other Nazi physicians in one final respect: he got away. Meilgele left Auschwitz
in late 1944 and escaPed to South America before he could behroughtto justice. In
1979, skeletal remains found in South America were identified as Mengele's, but
c __ ~--~--- ._ ....-- Decauselienevet-facedllumslmfefit-rofhis-cril1fes~though~sofJosefMengele~hauD.ted~=-~'~~c"~-,-,-"",--,,
many Auschwitz survivors for the rest oftheir lives.93
Following W~rldWar n, German science and medicine were hard pressed to
recover from the Nazi legacy. Prior to the war, Germany had been the site ofmuch
.....well respected st1.l.<!yin medicine and was at the forefront ~fhighly-regardedscientific~-----­
and medical research.94 The work ofthe "microbe hunter," scientist-physician Robert
Koch, Emil Behring's diptheria research, and the anatomical pathology studies of
Rudolph Virchow had bestowed honor on German science and medicine in the past.95
Afte~World War n, though, first world nations considered all scientific or medical
work originating in Germany or conducted by Germans suspect. While such a
response was perhaps not surprising given wartime events, it did not address one of .
the root causes ofthe Nazi eugenics nightmare-the.socially constructed power
wielded by doctors.
In the post-war world, the perception and power ofdoctors has not
substantially changed. In fact, in the late twentieth- and early twenty-first-century
world, doctors are perhaps more inde~ndent and powerful. Modem medical
diagnostic and treatment machinery requires more highly specialized technical
93 Lagnado and Dekel, Children afthe Flames, 13.
94 Golub, The Limits ofMedicine, 135.
95 Ibid, 90, 130, 143.
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lrn,owl~d~~ than ever before, setting doctors further apart from patients.96 The doctor
hooks apatientup to a machine that beeps and vibrates, ultimately emitting charts
andgraphs that mean nothing to the patient until doctors intervene with their superior
....;' ••4_••••4·" ••••~ •••• , .• • •.•
idea ofthe ~'gaze" revisited.. Now, however, instead ofdoctors looking at a body and
participating in a diseourse on disease in which the general population cannot be
"
included because the doctor's method ofseeing is different, the doctor also fits.
___~_-_-~oth=erwt::...:..=·s=e.!:Jl~ngJ~~~con!!glll"IlQ~Il§~~flines-and.numbersinto the rational discourse
ofmedicine in ways thatthe laity cannot understand.
As the case ofJosefMengele exemplifies, society must reconsider some ofthe
virtually unadulterated power given to doctors. Consistently, doctors receive sole
credit for accomplishments for which they are notfully responsible.97. Take for
example the eliminati()n of infectious diseases such as tuberculosis and diptheria.
These diseases were not eradicated solely because ofmedical research, but also
because of social work efforts, improved standards of living, and public health and
sanitation regulations. Despite these other contributors, medicine receives the glory,
which often leaves other factors largely ignored Obviously not every one can (or .
wants to) become a doctor, but patients can be better educated. Patients must realize
that they can legitimately question what doctors do and say. Doctors will still possess
special knowledge and in that sense will maintain a modicum ofcontrol·over society,
but society can also hold doctorsresponsible for the actions they take based on this
96 Arnold Wemstem, "Why Literature and Medicine?'" from Using Literature to
Understand the Human Side ofMedicine.
-~ ~_" 97 Golub, The LimitsofAfedicine, 3.
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power. Responsibility for action is particularly important because, as Foucault
mainta~ns, mo~em ideas are not necessarily correctin any absolute sense, but are
ideas of"an era from which we ha~e not yet emerged.,,98 Me~cine·andscience can
and haveprovide&liumaman,fWitlimahybenefitS;DuffiumancU1tufe-'IDla~sodety~--~~- --~~~~~~ .--- .
must be realistic in expectations from medicine and science. Society must examine
past promises ofgreat cures and the success rate ofthose promises to then evaluate
what is a reasonable prospect for science and medicine to accomplish.99
-~~-. --- ~----'---"-~~Perhap~~one-oftl!~"!l!~Il.Ieaso~that tll.~power ofdoctors remains so
~--
entrenched in society is because physicians themselves dread losing this power.
Doctors' greatest fear is not being,able to heal their patie!1ts, and having society
"discover" that they are not all-powerful. 1OO 'This was certainly one ofMengeIe's
fears. He desperately wanted to "cure" his patients. Ofcourse, to Mengele's mind,
his patients were the German race, notthe Jews, Gypsies, and other inmates upon
whom he experimented.. Moreover, perhaps society itself fears doctors losing this
power. German society wanted to "cured" just as much as JosefMengele wantedto
oblige them. ~erhaps, then, society really is in control in the end. After all, as Franz
Kafka wrote in "A Country Doctor," "[t]he doctor is supposed to be omnipotent with
his merciful surgeon's hand... [but] if they misuse me for sacred ends, I let that
happen to me."lOl
100 Franz Kafka) ''A CountrY Doctor," m lhePenal Colony: Stories anrJSh'7i'or...,t~P)T,;e~c""'es"'-·,----­
trans. by Willa and Edwin Muir (New York: Schocken Books, 1948), 141.
101 Ibid" 142. ..."
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98 Foucault, The Birth ofthe Clinic, xv.
99 Golub, The Limits ofMedicine, 225. ,
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